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WISHES

Our families like an adventure, so where
else to send them but Knockhatch
Adventure park for a day of fun memories!
This family enjoyed a day out boating on
the lake, meeting the animals, and
experiencing the indoor and outdoor play
areas that were on offer.
"...it’s taken us a while to use our tickets
gifted from you but here are our pictures
of our day, we all very much enjoyed every
part we can’t thank you enough for you
what you all do at CWCF x"
It looks like they had a memorable day!

We also recently sent one of our
families to stay at Port Lympne Hotel
and reserve which is a 600 acre wildlife
reserve
and
safariwith
some
incredible pictures resulting from the
trip!
"...had the most amazing time.
Have taken loads of photos, but this
has to be the best!
Thank you so so much. It was a real
memorable treat, and we all enjoyed it
immensely!"
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AN EASTER EGG HUNT TO REMEMBER...

At recent family event we were lucky enough to have the sun shining down on the
beautiful Abbott's Wood, where our families gathered to take part in our Easter egg
hunt, spend time together picnicking, and playing games over the Easter bank
holiday weekend.
The day started off with our staff and volunteers hiding the egg tokens out in the wild
depths of the wood, winding through the paths which hosted the anemones and
English bluebells. We made sure to announce the prize for a single golden egg which
would see one lucky winner take home the 'all you can eat' prize! Of course, there
were enough chocolate eggs for everyone plus parents- thanks to all the support from
the community champions, Tesco's, Morrisons, Sainsburys, Halifax bank and
Harvester. Chris masterminded the plan to conceal the golden egg up in the trees,
with Helen and Issy putting the plan into action! One by one our families arrived to
bask in the sun, eat some food and prepare for the hunt.
Before we knew it, the families were off into the woods with their baskets hunting for
the chocolate prizes!
There were cheers, laughter and exclamation at finding the eggs hidden in the
woods. Thank you to everyone in the community for donating the eggs and making
this possible.
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BRIAN AND PENNY'S 100KM CHALLENGE FOR CWCF

Brian and Penny will soon be
taking on the incredible London
to Brighton 100km challenge in
their fundraising efforts for
CWCF. The pair will take on the
Capital to Coast route, starting at
Richmond-Upon-Thames,
heading over the North downs,
eventually arriving at the South
Downs where they will be
greeted by the beauty of the
Sussex coastline.
Among the reasons they have decided to do this is, firstly, they want to
'Just do it' and in their words, they are not 'super fit athletes' so
undertaking this tough endurance event will be a huge achievement
for them, and also for their granddaughter who has been part of the
CWCF family since her diagnosis in 2021.
SUCCES AT THE BIG FUTURES SHOW!

We had an immensely successful day in
Eastbourne at The Big Futures show, where we
recruited runners for our Run to Run
fundraiser, and gave young adults an insight
into the work we do with plenty of
opportunities for volunteering.
We hope to return to this event next year and
continue to work with local schools and
organisations to form partnerships locally!
CLUB 200 WINNER

We are excited to announce that this month's
winning number is 194 !
To choose your number, email:
fundraising@childrenwithcancerfund.org.uk

